
ODE Math 304-01, Fall 2004Computer Projet #1Bifurations With Two ParametersDUE DATE: Friday, Sept. 24th, in lass.The goal of the projet is for you to investigate the qualitative behavior of a family of �rst-orderdi�erential equations involving two parameters. You will make use of ertain tehniques disussedin lass (phase lines, equilibrium points, slope �elds and bifuration diagrams) as well as the mathe-matial software MAPLE to plot slope �elds and approximate solutions to the ODE. Ultimately, youwill ome up with a parameter plane piture (in the ab-plane) desribing the qualitative propertiesof the family of di�erential equations dxdt = ax� x3 � bwhere a and b are two independent real parameters.It is required that you work in a group of two or three people. Any help you reeive froma soure other than your lab partner(s) should be aknowledged in your report. For example,a textbook, web site, another student, et. should all be appropriately referened at the end ofyour report. The projet should be typed although you do not have to typeset your mathematialnotation. For example, you an leave spae for a graph, omputations, tables, et. and then writeit in by hand later. You an also inlude graphs or omputations in an appendix at the end of yourreport. Your presentation is important and I should be able to learly read and understand whatyou are saying. Spelling mistakes and sentene fragments, for example, should not our. Only oneprojet per group need be submitted.Your report should provide oherent answers to eah of the following questions. Be sure toattempt to answer all of the questions asked. Read arefully. Please do not overload your report (ormy attention for reading) by inluding large numbers of graphs and tables. A well-written reportwith a few tables and graphs to illustrate key points is far better than a sloppy report with toomany �gures.Useful MAPLE CommandsThe MAPLE ommands that you will need to use are:� plot to plot ordinary funtions of one variable� animate to see animated 2D plots� DEplot to plot slope �elds and solutions of an ODEThe basi MAPLE ommand for plotting graphs of the form y = f(x) is alled plot. Thestandard format isplot(funtion,range,options);where funtion is the funtion to be plotted | the simplest way to speify one is via a formula,range is the range of x-values you want to see plotted, and options an be used to ontrol theform of the plot if desired. No options need be spei�ed, however, so that part an be absent. Forexample, 1



plot(x^4-x^3+2*x-5*sin(x^2),x=1..3,title="My First MAPLE Graph");will plot the funtion y = x4 � x3 + 2x � 5 sin(x2) on the range 1 � x � 3, and add a title. Anexample of the animate ommand is given in the Lab Questions below.The DEplot ommand is part of the DEtools pakage; to use it you will need to start byentering the ommand with(DEtools): to load the DEtools routines. Note: the olon at theend of a MAPLE ommand suppresses the output | the ommand is exeuted but the results arenot displayed. In this ase the output would be a (long) list of the ommands that are parts of thepakage.An ExampleSuppose we wanted to study the diretion �eld and solutions of various initial-value problems forthe 1st order ODE y0 = ty � 1. Spei�ally, say we wanted to plot the solution of the initial-valueproblem with y(0) = 1 for t 2 [�1; 1℄. We ould use the following ommands: First, de�ne the slopefuntion f(t; y) = ty � 1 by typing:f := (t,y) -> t*y - 1;Then, we set up the di�erential equation in Maple's format:eq := diff(y(t),t) = f(t,y(t));Finally, we use DEplot to generate the plot we want:DEplot(eq,y(t),t=-1..1,[[y(0)=1℄℄,lineolor=blak);When you exeute the DEplot ommand the output will be a plot showing the diretion �eld (withline segments drawn as arrows pointing in the diretion of inreasing t) together with a plot of thesolution.Remarks:1. The 3-step proess above ould atually be ombined into a single ommand if you put thede�nition of the di�erential equation diretly into the DEplot ommand (instead of buildingit up using the slope funtion). I reommend that you do things this way though, at least at�rst, to keep everything straight in your mind and minimize the hane for typing errors.2. The general format of the DEplot ommand isDEplot(equation,depvar(indepvar),range,inits,options);where equation is the di�erential equation, in the format given above. After the equationomes the name of the dependent variable (i.e. the unknown funtion) with the independentvariable in parentheses, then the range of values of the independent variable you want to seeplotted, then the initial onditions, and options last. The order of these is �xed { you annotmix them up freely. You an plot several di�erent solutions together by putting more than oneinitial ondition inside the outer pair of square brakets, separated by ommas, e.g. [[y(0) =1℄,[y(0)=2℄,[y(-1)=2℄℄. Options an be used to ontrol the way solutions are plotted andthe appearane of the plot. The lineolor=blak in the above is an option, for instane.Without that, MAPLE would use a default yellow olor that does not show up when youprint! 2



3. To draw the solution, MAPLE is using an approximate numerial method similar to, but morepowerful than, the Euler's Method you may have studied in alulus. Methods of this typeprodue a table of values for an approximate solution funtion by stepping along the slope�eld. Then MAPLE plots the approximate solution by onneting the points with straightline segments. This method is far from fool-proof! In partiular, if the slope �eld is hangingrapidly, disontinuous at some points, et., it an lead to inaurate results. Fortunately, thereare ways to try to �ne-tune its behavior. If you notie that your approximate solution looksvery jagged (adjaent straight line segments have very di�erent slopes) or if it jumps aroundwildly, you an try inluding the option stepsize=.01 or some number even smaller than:01. The step size is the spaing between suessive values of the independent variable whenMAPLE omputes the approximate solution. Reduing the stepsize from its default valuean improve plots. It also slows down the omputation, though, beause more points must beomputed! If the slope funtion is disontinuous at some point on your solution, this may nothelp; in some ases, this type of method will always fail no matter how small the step size is!4. IMPORTANT NOTE: Some initial onditions with some di�erential equations lead to so-lutions that beome unbounded extremely quikly. If this happens MAPLE will probably\punt" on trying to draw them and return a blank graph with a message that says: FloatingPoint Overflow. Please shorten axes. This means that you need to redue the rangeof values of the independent variable. To learn more about the DEplot ommand, you antype ?DEplot to get the built-in MAPLE helper.The ProjetAll parts of Questions 1-5 in this lab refer to the family of �rst order ODE'sdxdt = ax� x3 � b (1)The goal here is to understand the bifurations that our in this family and to generate a two-dimensional bifuration diagram illustrating the possibilities.1. Set a = 1 in the ODE (1).a. With b = �2, then b = 0, then b = 2, use the DEplot ommand desribed above to plotapproximate solutions of this equation with initial onditions x(0) = �2;�1=2; 1=2; 2(all on the same axes). Sketh the phase line for this equation with a = 1 and eah ofthese b-values (by hand) and explain how they relate to your solution graphs.b. Plot y = x � x3 � b (ordinary funtion plot) for various b. For another way to see this,you may �nd it helpful to use animation:with(plots):animate(x-x^3-b,x=-2..2,b=-2..2);The toolbar buttons that show up when you left lik over the plot region at like theontrols on a assette tape player (remember those??) Use them to play the animation.Note: the default gives 16 frames in the animation | 16 equally spaed b-values startingat b = �2, inreasing to b = +2. Using the information from these plots, sketh thebifuration diagram for the family x0 = x� x3 � b as b varies (you'll want to do this byhand). 3



2. Sketh the bifuration diagram for the family with a = 0 and b varying. You may wantto repeat alulations as in the previous question to see the pattern. Inlude any pertinentMAPLE plots you generate in your projet report.3. Sketh the bifuration diagram for the family with a = �1 and b varying. Inlude anypertinent MAPLE plots you generate in your projet report.4. Now onsider the family x0 = ax�x3�b with b = �1; 0; 1 and a varying. Sketh the bifurationdiagram for eah of these families. Inlude any pertinent MAPLE plots you generate in yourprojet report.5. Putting it all together The goal now is to onstrut a plot of the ab-plane showing theregions where x0 = ax� x3 � b has di�ering numbers of equilibrium points.a. Show that, in general, if f(x) is a polynomial of any degree and f(x) has a multiple root(i.e. double or higher multipliity) at x = , thenf() = f 0() = 0:b. Show that for a ubi of the form f(x) = ax � x3 � b, there exists some  with f() =f 0() = 0 if and only if 4a3 � 27b2 = 0:The expression 4a3 � 27b2 is alled the disriminant of this ubi (a generalization ofthe b2 � 4a under the radial sign in the quadrati formula.) A plug: If you take ourAbstrat Algebra ourse (MATH 351-352), you may see disriminants of polynomialsagain in more generality.. What are the di�erent numbers of equilibrium points for our family? Draw a diagramin the ab-plane showing the regions for whih there are di�erent numbers of equilibriumpoints. Be sure to label your diagram, inluding the type of equilibrium points (eg. sinks,soures or neither).d. Using all the information you have aquired thus far, desribe the bifurations thatour when you ross from one region of your diagram into another. Is there a di�erenedepending on whether the ross-over happens at (0; 0) or a point di�erent from (0; 0)?6. Suppose we add on a periodi term as in our disussion of periodi harvesting in lass. Considerthe di�erential equation dxdt = x� x3 � 0:1 sin(2�t)Study the solutions and determine whether there appear to be any periodi solutions. Explain.
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